David Farkas Thinking Out Loud about Living Out Loud
The first issue of a new and unique magazine. The first edition of my column... oh wait,
Kat and Wayne call it my 'corner.' (Even though they know I live outside the box.)
Another beginning in this stream of apparent beginnings and endings.
Living Out Loud. What a great phrase.
Most of us grew up hearing 'for crying out loud,' which was, ironically, screamed at us to
get us to be quiet, be less exuberant... to keep us from Living Out Loud.
So now that I'm grown up (well, I hope I never 'grow up, and, at least by all reports, I
don't seem to have done that...) I have been honored by being told that I live out loud.
So, what does that mean, anyway?
Well, this column will be a place for me to think out loud about living out loud.
First, let me introduce myself. I am David Franklin Farkas, living on what appears to be
planet Earth, coordinates: Massachusetts, USA. My work is house healing and ghost
busting. Well, actually ghost rescue.
You're probably wondering how in the world someone winds up doing that. I wonder that
a lot, too. It was not a linear career path, but then, nothing in nature is linear.
There are no straight lines in nature. Everything is curved and usually curves back on
itself in a spiral or a circular process. All straight lines are man-made and, therefore,
unnatural. So, of course, all paths, including my life path, involve unpredictable curves,
detours and switch backs. The whiplash and acceleration injuries from fast turns are
provided at no extra charge.
As we get to know each other through this column I'll tell you stories of how I got here
and what I learned along the way. I hope you will laugh and be challenged to think about

things differently.
Be forewarned... there will be puns. Lot's of puns. (Bonus points if you get the Martix
reference.) Why am I so punny?
Because puns are my spiritual practice! They remind me to look for multiple meaning in
everything. If you only see one level of meaning in ANYTHING, you have completely
missed the point.
Always look for more, then look again. And if you don't get the joke (life, God, always
has a joke to play on us) keep looking. The shortest distance between two jokes is
always a straight line.
I've been a teacher all my life. The subject I teach seems to have shifted over time... or
maybe not. The real messages have always been the same...
You can do this. This is how it works. You are not alone. You are lovable. You can, too,
understand this. You are competent and powerful.
So, like contrapuntal music, it is has been a baroque melody in theme and variations.
(We've all been baroque at one time or another.) And, while it may have seemed that I
was singing these songs to others, I'm always really singing them to myself.
Somewhere along the line this kind of stuff started being called 'empowerment' and
'spirituality'...words whose meaning have been diluted beyond recognition by overuse
and misuse.
I just think of it as sharing how things really work, as I understand them so far, at this
moment. Since some of what I try to understand and explain is 'pretty out there' I get
called a mystic, among other things.
In my life and my work I know that even though I am considered an expert in many
things and am supposedly a master of some things… I don't really know much at all. The
Universe is so rich and profoundly complex and we understand so little.
The more you know, the more you know how much you don't know. Confidence is often
a sign that you don't fully understand the situation.
But, there are principles and tools that withstand the test of time and withstand the tests I
put them through in the laboratory of my life. I look for these underlying principles,
mechanisms and methods that I can depend upon… when I really need them to work…
right now, any time, every time. These I can share with the confidence that you too can
use them.

So welcome to this window into my journey. A mythic journey in which Archangels,
guides, faeries and goddesses help me to reclaim haunted castles, save lost souls and
banish demons. Some of my work is in a realm reminiscent of the Twilight Zone, Harry
Potter and the Matrix. In other words... it's every boy's dream job.
And, at the same time, I am also just a guy who runs a small family business, is a
divorced Dad with a pre-teen to guide and adore and is looking for substance and
pleasure in my daily life. Just living out loud…one day at a time.
Isn't that the challenge of this age? To be practical mystics? To be fully in the everyday
world and still attain and utilize mystical mastery?
We are the ones who are going to make things right.
We are the ones we have been waiting for.
It's time... Right now! But then, it's always now, isn't it? (Oops it's gone... wait, here's
another now... oops, where did it go... wait...)
Wanna play?

David Franklin Farkas, intuitive, spiritual healer, master technician of the sacred and
quantum mechanic, provides spiritual clearing for buildings, places, people and
businesses. For more about these services see www.HouseHealing.com
Who cares?
•
•
•
•
•

His clients who had buildings that would not sell before he cleared them.
His clients whose businesses are now growing.
His clients whose kids can now sleep well because the 'monsters' are gone.
His clients whose mental and physical complaints are now somehow much
improved, thank you.
Oh... you get the idea.

David is also a lively and effective speaker and trainer and is available to in person or by
teleseminar. His signature talk is 'Everything You Know About Ghosts is Dead
Wrong.' He also talks about 'Stigmatized Real Estate' and the secrets behind 'The
Secret.'
Read the Article – A Visit with David Farkas
Email David

Listen to Kat McCarthy interview David Farkas.

